UNNAT BHARAT ABHIYAN

Call to all Higher Educational Institutions to be part of UBA
Unnat Bharat Abhiyan connects Higher Educational Institutions to villages for transfer of knowledge to enrich rural India.

Eligibility

- Any recognised Higher Educational Institution (Centre & State) already involved in rural development activities
- Should have at least 500 students, excluding first and final year students
- Should have identified at least 5 villages in their vicinity.
- Should have at least 2 faculty members who are involved with development activities in rural areas

Operation

- Selected educational institutions to engage at Panchayat level in chosen villages
- Assess need, formulate/Identify/Customise solutions technological or otherwise
- Institutions to fund cost of field studies
- MHRD to assist in training and gap funding for technical solutions

Selection

- On Challenge method
- Best 250 technical institutions and best 500 non-technical institutions will be selected for Phase I

Application

- Apply only online at www.unnat.iitd.ac.in
- Portal open from 10 a.m. on 26th Feb 2018 till 5 p.m. on 15th March 2018
- Announcement of selected institutions on 20th March 2018

For concept note & details on the Unnat Bharat Abhiyan see www.unnat.iitd.ac.in